
TEARING DOWN THE CHURCH-STATE WALL

TO ESTABLISH A PERMANENT REPUBLICAN

MAJORITY

In June of 2004, U.S. President George Bush, in a meeting with Vatican Secretary
of State Angelo Soldano, complained that “not all American bishops are with me.” 
Within a week, the president of the bishops conference of the United States, William
Gregory, had sent a letter to all American bishops urging them to pressure their respective
senators on the issue of gay marriage.  This letter was coupled with a memorandum sent
several weeks earlier to “offer guidance to U.S. bishops,” from the head of the Vatican’s
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, now Pope
Benedict XVI, laying out the principles  for denying communion to politicians who
“promote legal abortion.”1

Far and away the most dangerous of the many changes wrought by the Republican Party
in the last four decades is the alliance forged between it and religious fundamentalists, for in the
guise of exercising democracy they have instead raised a stake poised to strike at its very heart.  

Roughly 35 years ago, Republican activists set out to harvest what one of them, Morton
Blackwell, termed “the greatest tract of virgin timber on the political landscape.”   They2

succeeded beyond their wildest expectations, establishing a political instrument of blunt force
that has reliably delivered a lengthy succession of victories that have secured for the Republican
Party a position of political dominance.

Although much has been written of the role played by Protestant fundamentalists, little
attention has focused on the grave danger posed by the hierarchical Roman Catholic Church.

In 2004 alone, when pro-choice Catholic Sen. John Kerry of Massachusetts was the
Democratic standard bearer, priests told parishioners from the pulpit that voting for a candidate
that disagreed with the church’s position on abortion would be a mortal sin.  Other parishioners
were told that if they voted for such a candidate they ought to “find another church.” The
Archbishop of South Dakota instructed incumbent Sen. Tom Daschle to remove from his official
biography the statement that he was Catholic.  Supposedly confidential, the letter nevertheless
found its way to the state’s largest newspaper, the Sioux Falls Argus Leader.

One month prior to the election, in October 2004, The New York Times warned that
“never before have so many bishops so explicitly warned Catholics so close to an election that to
vote a certain way was to commit a sin.”   For four years, Republicans held weekly conference3

calls with a representative of the White House for prominent Catholic conservatives.

To ramp up the Catholic campaign, Republican chairman, Ed Gillespie, and a roster of
well-known Catholic Republicans went on a speaking tour to Catholic groups throughout the
swing states.  To increase conservative Catholic turnout, the party recruited an undisclosed4



 Alaska, Colorado, Florida, Louisiana, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina  and South Dakota. a

number of Catholic field coordinators paid $2,500 a month, along with up to $500 a month for
expenses.

The efforts paid off handsomely.  Of the eight Senate races that were considered a tossup
in 2004, Republicans won seven.    The sole Democrat to prevail was Ken Salazar of Colorado,a, 5

a Catholic of Hispanic ancestry.  George Bush fared even better.  In Ohio, arguably the most6

important of the states in 2004, Bush boosted his Catholic vote from 2000 by about 172,000.  His
winning margin there was about 130,000, so a compelling case can be made that the Catholics
delivered Ohio to Bush, and Ohio delivered the Presidency.7

The elections of 2008 appear to be a reprise of 2004.  When Democratic Presidential
candidate Sen. Barrack Obama selected Sen. Joe Biden of Delaware, a Catholic, to be his running
mate, the church’s knives were quickly sharpened to slice and dice him.  Charles Chaput, the
Archbishop of Denver, Colorado, nearly 1,600 miles away from Biden’s home parish in
Wilmington, Delaware, volunteered his opinion that the Delawarean should abstain from
communion, which is effectively an act of self-excommunication.  Chaput was joined by a wide
range of other Catholic officials.8

Whatever the results of the 2008 elections, there can be no doubt that the Republican
Party and Christian fundamentalists forged a mutually beneficial and enduring relationship,
largely due to the efforts of a small number of GOP activists. In retrospect, their
accomplishments are absolutely extraordinary products of genius, vision and dedication that
overturned centuries of precedent. 

First, they caused the vast array of Protestant churches in America, and the U.S.
government itself, to abandon the long and firmly held positions that each should adhere to
Jesus’ admonition to “Render unto Caesar the things which are Caesar’s, and unto God the things
that are God’s.”  Today, tens of millions of dollars routinely flow from the U.S. treasury to9

churches throughout the nation. 

Second, they created over-arching organizations such as the Moral Majority—a name
coined by one of them, Paul Weyrich—to establish a new, indeed, unprecedented artificial
religious hierarchy to instruct Protestant churchgoers on what constitutes sin and should thus be
eliminated.  This is a simply extraordinary achievement, because it reverses what has stood for
nearly five centuries as perhaps the most fundamental of Protestant tenets:  namely, that the
relationship between a believer and God is personal and utterly independent of a church and its
ministers.  Indeed, the Protestant faith arose from a rejection of the Roman Catholic Church, and
most especially, that the Church is the one true voice of God.  In the space of a few years, the
authority to define what God does or does not command was effectively transferred from
hundreds of millions, all worshipers, to a small group of politically motivated individuals.

Third, they overcame two centuries of antipathy between American Protestants and
Catholics, fusing those faiths and others into a political instrument that can today mobilize 30 to
40 percent of America’s voters with “values,” ranging from opposition to abortion to support of



bans on gay marriage. Thus, even if these faiths could never agree on how to read the Bible or the
nature of God, their coalitions impel voters to the polls based on abortion, homosexuality, and
the definition of marriage; once there, they reliably elect Republicans.

From the perspective of these groups, the developments amount to no more than a
democratic expression of their moral values.  For Republican activists, the alliance represents a
tremendous source of funding and political support, most of it hidden from public view.  Even
better, from both perspectives the arrangement is profitable.  Because the contributions to these
churches that pay for mass mailings, church and diocese newsletters, office and other expenses
are deductible from state and federal income taxes, non-believing taxpayers who must offset the
lost income are subsidizing the Republican-fundamentalist partnership.  Additional subsidies
flow from lost property and other taxes from which churches and their facilities are exempted.

For democracy, however, the Republican-Christian fundamentalist alliance can spell a
death knell.  The essence of democracy is choice; the essence of religious fundamentalism is
obedience.  We can be obedient or we can choose, but we cannot do both.  If these groups
succeed, the days of Blue Laws, criminal penalties for taking or prescribing birth control bills and
a wide array of criminal penalties will be with us again.

Make no mistake about it, the men and women who helped create the Republican-
Christian fundamentalist alliance view those who disagree with them as evil.

On Sept. 26, 1996, after the Senate failed to overturn President Bill Clinton’s veto of a
ban on partial-birth abortions, Paul Weyrich, Gary Bauer and other leaders of the religious right
assembled in the antechamber of Senate Republican (then Majority Leader) Trent Lott’s office. 

Reporting on the meeting The New Republic said, “The  rhetoric could not have been
more fiery.

 “As Lott looked on approvingly, Watergate felon and evangelist Charles Colson
declared, ‘A nation which sanctions infanticide is no better than China, no better than Nazi
Germany.’ Richard John Neuhaus, a Catholic priest, went even further. ‘It is not hyperbole to say
that we are at a  point at which millions of conscientious American citizens are reflecting upon
whether this is a legitimate regime,’ Neuhaus said. ‘That is the solemn moment we have
reached.’ ”

America is many things, but most of all it is the greatest democratic nation in history.
That is the essence of the nation’s creation, its history, expansion and vast economic success. 
Today, that democracy is on the verge of becoming a victim of religious rigidity.  The danger is
created in part by the unprecedented union of U.S. churches with one, only one, of the dominant
political parties.  But mostly it flows from a fundamental change in the relationships between the
religions and their worshipers.  What the religious half of the Republican-Christian
fundamentalists want the nation to adopt explicitly is the notion of a Christian nation:  one that
recognizes and embraces a universally applicable religious law, that imposes obligations on all,
including non-believers, and uses the government to enforce that law.  Piece by piece, the
Republican Party has been delivering on its implied commitment.



From its birth, America has fundamentally been a place of freedom of religion, but one
whose dominant faiths have been Protestant.  The essence of Protestantism, its most central
tenant, is that salvation is produced through a personal act of faith.  No other individual, religious
practice or institution is needed for the Protestant to be saved.  Thus, no pope, no religious
hierarchy can interpose itself.  The one belief common to the bewildering array of Protestant
faiths is that each believer’s relationship with God is personal and utterly independent of the
church.10

In the words of theologian J. Leslie Dunstan, Protestantism is—

(T)he product of a tremendous creative act:  a bringing into being of a formal expression
of the Christian gospel in which man stands as a free autonomous person before his God. 
Protestantism insists that man’s dependence for his eternal welfare is on God almighty
alone.11

Those who broke away from the Roman Catholic Church—Martin Luther, John Calvin,
John Knox, Ulrich Zwingli and many more—harbored one fundamentally similar view.  The
“most perfect promise of all,” wrote Luther “is the New Testament, in which life and salvation
are freely promised in plain words, and are bestowed on those who believe the promise.”

In short, a Baptist, Pentecost, evangelical Lutheran or other Protestant minister might
offer guidance—counsel or advice, perhaps, or a nudge in the right direction—but not
instruction.  That was between God and the worshiper.  These faiths and others broke away from
a Holy Roman Catholic Church, which is—

(T)he Mystical Body of Christ, it constitutes not only the possible, but the only rule of
faith.  The divine infallibility becomes readily and with relentless logic the infallibility of
the Church which is the body of Christ, the God-man, present among men.  Faith in the
infallibility of God is readily transformed into faith based on the infallibility of God’s
Church. (Emphasis added.)12

Thomas Jefferson, Alexander Hamilton and especially James Madison, as well as others
of the Founding Fathers recognized the damage that religion could do to government, and vice
versa, if the separation of church and state were breached. They constructed a wall designed to
keep the two apart.

In effect, Madison and the other Founders created a government that was unprecedented,
one in which a key doctrine was individual freedom of conscience, thus allowing all religions to
believe and worship as they saw fit, but barring them from using the power of government to
impose their tenets on others.  And, further, barring government from itself adopting religious
tests for appointments or exercises of political power.

The dismantling of that wall began in Kanawha County, West Virginia.  Billionaire
brewer Joseph Coors paid to remove the first of the bricks, which were pulled out by Paul
Weyrich and Morton Blackwell, agents of what eventually would be called the Heritage
Foundation.



It had begun simply enough with a proposal in 1969 by the Kanawha County School
District to start a program of sex education, which excited the ire of Christian fundamentalist
Alice Moore, causing her to successfully seek a seat on the Board of Education with support
from the John Birch Society.  In her view, sex education was anti-Christian, anti-American and
indoctrinated students with an “atheistic and relativistic view of morality.”  Within months, she
succeeded in having the proposal dramatically modified so that it was consistent with her view
that “God’s law is absolute.”

Moore was still serving on the board in 1974 when it came time to adopt new textbooks
for the language-arts curriculum.  The recommendations of the textbook advisory committee
were displayed at the county library, drew little public comment and were on the verge of
adoption when Moore demanded more time for review.  Then, she sought out Elmer Fike, owner
of a local chemical company, who identified material that was “extremely liberal.”  Some
materials were, he said, “obviously liberal, socialist and even communist-inspired.”

Targeted works included Edgar Allan Poe’s classic  “The Cask of Amontillado” and
poems by E.E. Cummings, as well as any science text that included a discussion of evolution
without stating that it is a theory, not a fact.  They demanded books that reflected values, which
one pamphlet explained as follows: “The terms ‘values’ and ‘morals’ mean one thing, and one
thing only; and that is the Christian-Judeao morals, values and standards as given to us by God
through his Word written in the Ten Commandments and the Bible . . . After all, according to
history these ethics have prescribed the only code by which civilization can effectively remain in
existence.”

More than 1,000 people attended a June school board meeting where the books were
discussed and the list adopted by a vote of 3 to 2.  In September, roughly 20 percent—80 percent
at some schools—of the district’s 45,000 students stayed home in protest.  The United Mine
Workers local staged a wildcat strike as a show of solidarity with the boycotters.  The school
board capitulated, agreeing to withdraw the books and appoint a new review committee (with
each board member entitled to appoint three reviewers).

As the committee started and continued work, one school was dynamited, two were
firebombed, others were damaged by gunfire and vandalism. Two men were wounded by gunfire,
a CBS news crew was roughed up. The houses of children who went to school despite the
boycott were stoned and car windows broken.  Shots were fired into the car of the president of
the Classroom Teachers Association.  Minutes after the School Board left a meeting, 15 sticks of
dynamite were detonated beneath the building’s gas meter.  One school, Midway Elementary,
was hit by a Molotov cocktail and a dynamite bomb.

A man later convicted in one of the bombings said they had considered bombing busloads
of children to stop “people that was sending their kids to school, letting them learn out of books,
when they knew they was wrong.”

A journalist covering the anti-textbook conflict said, “I looked around at the people there,
and I could feel for them and with them.  I felt like there was room for them in my America, but I
didn’t feel there was room for me in their America.”



Chemical maker Elmer Fike and his like-minded allies were allied with the boycotters,
though their agenda was more limited: They were business people who wanted to reduce
government regulation and taxation. Fike said he sympathized with the anti-book groups, but
shared few of their values.  His daughter was working on a doctorate in entomology at Berkeley,
and Fike described himself as “anything but a fundamentalist.”  To people such as Fike, these
conflicts are not about values, but an opportunity to advance an anti-government agenda.  

Fike invited the Heritage Foundation, which was preaching the gospel of free enterprise
and laissez-faire government, to join the schoolbook fray.  Heritage promptly dispatched James
McKenna, a lawyer, and Larry Pratt.  (Pratt would, in 1996, be forced to withdraw as Pat
Buchanan’s campaign manager after ties to white supremacist and militia groups became public.) 
Janet Mellon, described by Heritage’s McKenna as rich, “well connected,” and “a knifefighter,”
joined, as well as did the John Birch Society and California-based Citizens for Decency Through
Law, represented by Robert Dornan, who would later be elected to Congress.

On Dec. 12, at a televised meeting of the school board, protestors physically assaulted the
school superintendent and all the board members except for Alice Moore.  On Christmas Eve,
after a family service at the pro-book St. John’s Episcopal Church, parishioners found a message
on the church’s front door: “You Have Been Paid a Visit by the Klan.”

The Kanawha conflict created an upheaval throughout the nation.  Publishers, whose
books were rejected merely because they depicted racial and cultural diversity were no longer
willing to market such books. Heritage emerged from the Kanawha conflict as a significant force
advocating “traditional” education.  Weyrich’s next step was to build on this foundation, and
extend the Party’s reach deeper into Christian communities.  Once again, the Party’s new allies,
racially resentful white Southerners, provided the opening.

In the wake of Brown v. Board of Education private Christian schools, many of them
“segregation academies,” sprang up throughout the South at a rapid pace—reportedly one per day
in the 1970s or perhaps even one every seven hours, according to the claims of fundamentalist
minister Jerry Falwell.  In areas of the South, private schools were the only ones available to
students because some counties—Prince Edward, Virginia, for example—shut their schools
rather than integrate them.

Because most of these schools were associated with churches, they qualified for the same 
non-profit charitable deductions, meaning that their income was immune from tax and, perhaps
most importantly, gifts could be deducted using the federal income tax bill of donors.  Thus, the
U.S. government was, in effect, subsidizing segregation in private schools, even though it was
legally obliged to end it in public institutions.  In 1971, however, a three-judge federal court held
that a Mississippi Christian school that denied admission to blacks was barred from non-profit
status.  Shortly thereafter, the Internal Revenue Service began developing plans to implement the
judicially-mandated policy.  It moved with glacial speed, however, so it was 1978 during the
administration of Jimmy Carter before the final rules began to take shape.

For Christian churches and their members, this was a pocketbook issue.  One leader of
the school movement estimated that the loss of tax exempt status would double tuition.  Weyrich,
still using the non-profit Heritage Foundation to advance the interests of the Republican Party,



seized the opportunity presented by the IRS plans.  He invited Robert Billings to Washington,
D.C.  Billings was a pioneer of the Christian Day School movement and author of the basic
workbook in the field, A Guide to the Christian School.

Aided by Weyrich, Billings in short order founded an advocacy group, Christian School
Action (later the National Christian Action Coalition) and recruited well-known radio and
television preacher, Jerry Falwell, to the cause.

Within weeks, the White House, Congress and the IRS were flooded with one-half
million pieces of mail.  The IRS backed off, but North Carolina Sen. Jesse Helms guided through
a new law prohibiting the use of federal funds to investigate or enforce violation of the rules
banning segregation by the Christian academies.

More than any other single issue, it was the battle over Christian schools—that is,
Christian parents who not only wanted their schools segregated, but wanted the other taxpayers
of America, including blacks, to subsidize the segregation—that forged the bond between
Protestant fundamentalists and the Republican Party.

It bears repeating that in the controversy over segregated Christian schools, as in the
school textbook dispute in Kanawha County, it was not religious leaders who reached out to the
Republican Party, but precisely the reverse.  Money from corporations and the rich made it
possible for this to happen.  Weyrich himself later conceded that at this stage, even though
Christian fundamentalists were troubled by abortion, school prayer and the proposed amendment
to the U.S. Constitution to extend equal rights to women, they avoided political entanglements.

“I am living witness to that because I was trying to get those people interested in those
issues and I utterly failed,” recalled Weyrich.  What brought Christian fundamentalists into the
Republicans were the same motives that keep them in it today: greed and bigotry.  It is to them
not sufficient that they are free to school their children and worship as they please.  They demand
more:  namely, that those Americans who are not bigoted or fundamentalist, and those who
believe in an adequately-funded public school system, contribute to the furtherance of Christian
bigotry and rigidity.  Therein, once again, lies one of the grave dangers of the emergence of a
fascist American state:  the propensity of believers to use the government to enforce their
conviction that their faith imposes obligations on non-believers.

The Christian school battle also led to the creation of a fundamentalist organization to
complement the Catholic hierarchy and provide a means to quickly mobilize its constituents. 
That happened in 1979, when Weyrich met in Lynchburg, Pennsylvania with Jerry Falwell.
Weyrich told the minister that “Out there is what one might call a moral majority.”

“That’s it,” Falwell  exclaimed. “That’s the name of the organization.”

As such “moral” issues rose to the top of the national agenda, Weyrich and others sought
to foster the growth of what many called the Christian Right.  With the guidance of Republican
strategists, newly active evangelicals formed their own electoral vehicles and joined the drive to
send Ronald Reagan to the White House.13



Gradually, Weyrich and others shifted the terms of the debate in subtle but important
ways.  It was Weyrich who suggested that anti-abortionists shift their name from “pro-life” to
“pro-family.”  Weyrich studied feminist pro-choice literature and realized that its arguments for
federally-funded abortions and child care raised the larger questions of the state’s role in family
matters across the board.   Richard Viguerie promoted the anti-abortion cause as an emotional14

means of mobilizing new political activists for a slate of related family issues.15

As Republican operatives engaged more and more evangelicals, the distinctions between
the leaders of the two movements began to blur, with more and more crossing from religious
evangelism to Republican politics and vice versa.  By the 1990s, it was common to see, say, a Pat
Robertson with a foot in both camps, one as head of the Christian Coalition, the other as a
candidate for the Republican presidential nomination.

Weyrich’s efforts bore fruit in the election of 1980.  Not only was Ronald Reagan elected
President, but Republicans were swept into control of the U.S. Senate for the first time since
Joseph McCarthy’s red-baiting tenure in the 1950s.  Most remarkable was the willingness of
Catholics to vote for Protestant fundamentalists and vice versa.  Weyrich later called this “My
proudest moment.” 

A newspaper article, he said, “appeared that said right there—jumped out of the
page—that Catholics in areas like Dubuque, Iowa, had helped elect the evangelical [Charles]
Grassley, and evangelicals in places like Mobile helped elect the Catholic [Jeremiah] Denton. 
And I looked at that article, and I stared at it, and I said, ‘By golly, it really has happened.’”

By 1992, Republicans and Protestant evangelists were virtually indistinguishable for one
another.  An estimated 47 percent of the delegates at the 1992 Republican convention were self-
described born-again Christians,  and the Christian Right had its way in drafting the party16

platform.  The platform called for a constitutional amendment to ban abortion (with no
exceptions).  Other planks included opposition to any civil rights laws for homosexuals, a call for
the government to ban the sale of pornography and for condemnation of public funding for
“obscene” art, endorsement of home schooling and school prayer, and opposition to
contraception being made available in schools.17

After the convention, the movement’s long-term plan to elect its partisans one city
council seat at a time paid off.

After studying 500 state and local races, People for the American Way reported victories
for 40 percent of the candidates backed by the Christian Right.  In California, 13 out of 22
Christian Right-backed Congressional candidates, and 16 out of 29 state assembly candidates,
were elected or reelected.18

Tactically, the key was the movement’s distribution of millions of voter guides.  These
were newsprint tabloids or two-sided flyers listing “yes” or “no” positions of the Christian
Right’s preferred candidates and their opponents on heated issues like abortion, gay rights, tax
increases, term limits, private school vouchers, and the death penalty.  Pat Robertson’s Christian
Coalition alone sent 40 million voter guides to 100,000 churches and to members in all 50



states.   Strategically, the Christian Right made good on its perception that low voter turnout is19

an inherent advantage to the well-coordinated efforts of low-profile minority candidates.20

By 2002, data suggested that “moral values”—specifically abortion—tipped races in
favor of Republicans.  For Fox television news, pollster Zogby International conducted post-
election surveys in the nine Senate races in which pro-life Republicans were opposed by pro-
choice Democrats.  These contests were in Arkansas, Colorado, Georgia, Minnesota, Missouri,
New Hampshire, North Carolina, South Dakota, and Texas.

Asked “Did the abortion issue affect your vote?” 41 percent of the respondents answered
“yes.”  Of these voters, 55 percent—or 22.5 percent of the total electorate—supported anti-choice
candidates.  Pro-choice candidates were supported 39 percent, or16 percent of the electorate.
Thus, the “swing” attributable to the abortion issue was 6.5 percent.21

What was emerging was not so much the development of new politics, but a new culture
in which money, race and religion were fused.  The Republican Party became the governing party
by recruiting voters on the basis of hatred and exclusion, all the while falsely condemning their
adversaries as the instruments of evil.  Consider, for example, the letter of congratulations
written by the president of Bob Jones University (who once termed Bush-the-father a “devil”).
Bob Jones III wrote to Bush-the-son after his 2004 re-election:

Don’t equivocate. Put your agenda on the front burner and let it boil. You owe the liberals
nothing. They despise you because they despise your Christ. Honor the Lord, and He will
honor you.

Jones then added—

It is easy to rejoice today, because Christ has allowed you to be His servant in this nation
for another presidential term. Undoubtedly, you will have opportunity to appoint many
conservative judges and exercise forceful leadership with the Congress in passing
legislation that is defined by biblical norm regarding the family, sexuality, sanctity of life,
religious freedom, freedom of speech, and limited government. You have four years—a
brief time only—to leave an imprint for righteousness upon this nation that brings with it
the blessings of Almighty God.

Still largely absent from the fundamentalist alliance, however, was the single largest
denomination in the United States, the Roman Catholic Church.  Republican activists, including 
Robert Dornan of California, (later elected to Congress) began making repeated trips to the
Vatican to enlist the Catholic Church, a difficult task because of the church’s traditional support
for progressive social programs to aid the poor and disadvantaged.  But Dornan and others kept
at it, and over time began to slowly move the massive institution.

In 1992, a Catholic newsletter announced that “separation of church and state is a false
premise that must finally be cast aside.”  By 1996, attempts by Republicans to enfold the
Catholic church were at full throttle.  The Republican presidential nominee, Sen. Robert Dole of
Kansas, spoke at the Catholic Press Association’s annual convention in Philadelphia on May 23,
where he endorsed the funding of parochial schools through tuition tax vouchers. He also



attacked President Clinton’s late-term or “partial birth” abortion veto and, in the context of
abortion, said: “Though not a Catholic, I would listen to Pope John Paul II.”   Dole lost the22

Catholic vote, however, which gave 38 percent to him and 54 percent to Clinton, with the
remainder going to Ross Perot.   That split of Catholic votes in favor of Democrats would soon23

change.

In 1998, Bush-the-son’s campaign strategist Karl Rove discovered the results of the
Catholic Voter Project, a study of voting patterns by QEV Analytics, a Washington, D.C.  polling
group commissioned by Crisis magazine, a Catholic journal.  What the project revealed was that
active Catholics–those that attend mass one or more times a week–are swing voters who drive
elections in the industrial Midwest, the ethnic Northeast, and populous Sunbelt states like
California and Texas.  “They are a must-win for any coalition,” wrote QEV.24

Rove set out to bind them to the Republican Party and specifically George Bush, inviting
the editor of Crisis, Deal W. Hudson, to Texas to meet with then-Governor Bush.  Shortly
afterwards, Hudson agreed to become an outside adviser on Catholic outreach for the 2000
campaign.   Arguably, Hudson and the Catholic vote he garnered won the election for Bush.25

The 12 most heavily Catholic states are Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
Hampshire, and Vermont in New England; New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania in the Mid
Atlantic; Illinois and Wisconsin in the upper Midwest; Louisiana; and New Mexico. Together,
these states have 149 electoral votes, more than half of the 270 required to elect a president. In
1996, Bill Clinton won all 149 of them.26

Seven other states with above-average Catholic percentages of the population--California,
Hawaii, Nevada, North Dakota, Minnesota, Maine, and Michigan--have 97 electoral votes.
Added together, these 19 states have 246 electoral votes, nearly enough to win. Clinton won 243
of them in the 1996 presidential election, compared to three for Bob Dole. 

In the key state of Florida, Catholics made up 26 percent of the electorate in 2000. In
2004, that share rose to 28 percent.  In 2000, 54 percent of Catholics went for Bush; in 2004, it
was 57 percent for him.  The combination of those two factors – the increased Catholic voting27

population and their increased preference for Bush -- meant a gain of 400,000 votes in the
Sunshine State, a figure that corresponds to Bush's margin of victory.28

Increasing involvement of the Catholic Church in American politics coincides with public
revelations of sexual abuse by priests.  According to perhaps the most comprehensive study of
the abuse, conducted by the John Jay College of Criminal Justice, “One-third of cases were
known to Church officials” before 1993.   The report also concluded that the church had paid at29

least $500 million for treatment of priests and legal expenses, include settlement of law suits.30

By 2004, following the entreaty during Bush’s official visit to the Vatican, some of the
U.S. Catholic hierarchy  had become deeply involved in American elections, seeking to influence
their outcome.

The Catholic Church is superbly equipped to mobilize its worshipers because it is the
“one holy and apostolic Church.” It claims to be the sole authority for the interpretation of



biblical scripture, sees itself as the “teaching authority” on how to live as Jesus demanded, and
poses as the “sacramental agent” that enables Catholics to live the life to which Jesus called them
(Smith 1991, 349). It holds that it “fully embodies and manifests all the institutional elements”
necessary for Catholicism (McBrien 1994, 7). Like many other religions, the Church claims to
have a monopoly on access to eternal life.  Its self-representation, and any legitimacy accorded
that, give the Church a substantial lien on the conduct of human activity.

In the United States, the Catholic Church adopted a strategy that had served it well in the
past, as in Europe during the post World War II era and when it was seeking to fend off
Communists:

To the devout, the denial of the sacraments, or excommunication, is an unspeakable
penalty; denying the sacraments is an easy technique, entailing no cumbersome
organizational efforts. Parish priests in northern Italy often refused sacraments to known
Communists and in the south, “The priest undertook the traditional blessing of the
houses, omitting to bless those whose inhabitants were members of the Socialist and
Communist parties, unless they renounced their ideas.”  In 1949, the pope made it
official: Those who belonged to or associated with the Italian Marxist parties . . . were
excommunicated. A monopoly on the supply of faith to believers and on the supply of
rites to members of a particular religion was, and is, a powerful weapon.

Coercion raises certain dangers for the Catholic Church, including resentment on the part
of the denied or hardening of opposition to the clergy and the Church.  But because it views
Catholicism as an obligatory religion, the church discounts those costs.  Coercion of the faithful
and faithless delivers votes to the political party that it supports, which can, in turn, repay the
support.

In 2004, the Catholic Church in the United States deployed that same weapon.

In Colorado, Archbishop Charles J. Chaput, the highest-ranking Roman Catholic prelate
in Colorado, told Catholics the only way for them to vote in the presidential election was for
George Bush and against Sen. John Kerry.   Chaput, who had never before endorsed a candidate,31

was, according to The New York Times, “part of a group of bishops intent on throwing the weight
of the Catholic Church into the elections.”  The Times continued—

Galvanized by battles against same-sex marriage and stem cell research and
alarmed at the prospect of a President Kerry—who is Catholic but supports abortion
rights—these bishops and like-minded Catholic groups are blanketing churches with
guides identifying abortion, gay marriage and the stem cell debate as among a handful of
“non-negotiable issues.”32

In 14 of his 28 columns in the free diocesan newspaper that year, Chaput had discussed
Catholic priorities in the election.  His archdiocese had organized voter registration drives in
more than 40 of the largest parishes in Colorado and sent voter guides to churches around the
state.  Many of the churches had committees to help turn out voters and were distributing
applications for absentee ballots.33



 In all, 11 states had marriage amendments on the ballot: Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, Michigan, Mississippi,b

Montana, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Ohio, Oregon and Utah.

Two weeks earlier, Archbishop Raymond L. Burke of St. Louis issued a statement similar
to Chaput’s, while Bishop Michael J. Sheridan of Colorado Springs and Archbishop John J.
Myers of Newark, New Jersey declared that the obligation to oppose abortion outweighs any
other issue.   In Florida, the coadjutor bishop of Orlando, Thomas Wenski, said pro-choice34

supporters were in a worse moral position than Pontius Pilate after his condemnation of Christ.35

The Bush Administration had spent four years cultivating Catholic leaders, organizing
more than 50,000 volunteers and hiring a corps of paid staff members to increase Catholic
turnout.  The campaign was pushing to break the traditional allegiance of Catholic voters to the
Democratic Party, because Catholics make up about a quarter of the electorate, and many
conservative Catholics are concentrated in swing states. 

In theological terms, the bishops and the Catholic voter guides argued that abortion and
the destruction of embryos are categorically wrong under church doctrine. War and even the
death penalty could, however, be justified in certain circumstances.

Conservative organizers said they were working hard because the next president was
quite likely to name at least one new Supreme Court justice, and Bush did: Chief Justice John
Roberts and Associate Justice Samuel Alito, both Catholic.  Their appointments brought the
number of Catholics on the Court to five of the nine justices.  Other Catholics are Justices
Antonin Scalia, Anthony Kennedy and Clarence Thomas.

Bush’s improvement in the Catholic vote in Ohio from 2000 to 2004 was about
172,000—larger than his approximately 130,000 vote margin in that decisive state.  Bush
increased his vote share among Catholics from 47 percent in 2000 to 52 percent in 2004.36

In gay marriage, the GOP found a social issue more powerful with voters than either
abortion or gun control, according to a February 2004 poll.  Four in 10 voters said they would not
vote for a candidate who disagrees with them on gay marriage, according to the poll conducted
by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press.   Substantially smaller numbers were37

willing to vote against a candidate who disagreed with them on abortion (34 percent) or gun
control (32 percent).38

What the churches are attempting is to make America conform to them.  Having reached
a broad agreement and alliance on some basic issues—abortion, same-sex marriage, and gay
rights – they are attempting to impose those views on all Americans.  The irony is that while
advocating the export of democracy to other nations, the churches and the Republican Party are
seeking to suppress it in America.

A “marriage” constitutional amendment was on the ballot in Ohio, Michigan, and nine
other states.   Labeled Proposal 2 in Michigan, the initiative helped create an unprecedentedb

alliance of white evangelical Protestants, African American Protestants and Roman Catholics.  39

Of the $1 million spent to press for adoption of Proposal 2, $700,000 came from Catholics. 
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Virtually all of the state’s dioceses made substantial contributions to the campaign, and on
October 15, the church mailed its endorsement of the proposal to 500,000 Catholic households in
Michigan.40

On the strength of the marriage initiative, Bush won in Ohio, as did 13 of the 17
Republican candidates running for Congress there.   States with a marriage amendment on the41

ballot, “were significantly more likely to vote for Bush,” according to a team of researchers who
analyzed the 2004 election results.   “We also find that the ballot measures may have mobilized42

turnout of voters supporting the gay marriage ban in Ohio and Arkansas, and that these
voters were significantly more likely to vote for Bush,” they added.43

Bush secured another four years in the White House while the Republican Party garnered
another two years in control of Congress, and much of the responsibility for that lies with the
Catholic church.  With Americans returning to the polls to elect a new President and Congress in
2008, many of the votes cast were destined to be driven by values—abortion, gay marriage,
homosexuality and a range of other issues deigned to divide voters one from the other so they can
be more easily herded docilely into the voting booths to cast their ballots as instructed by priests
and ministers.  Once again, churches will almost certainly have played an immense role in the
outcome, particularly Christian fundamentalist ones, delivering to one political party what it most
desires: power, for its own sake.
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